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Helping Communities Reopen During the
Pandemic
Although the COVID-19 pandemic is still a serious global issue, it is
encouraging to see businesses and other public places beginning to
reopen and receive traffic once again. During this time, it is important for
all of us to continue to make our best efforts to make spaces safe for
owners and patrons alike. CERTEK is helping communities reopen by
offering decontamination services to businesses and continuing our
efforts to provide medical researchers and providers, with innovative lab
solutions and products. Together we will continue to persevere.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

Continuing the Fight Against COVID-19
CERTEK has been working tirelessly to help combat COVID-19. We
recently collaborated with Duke Health and Novant Health to develop a
decontamination chamber to decontaminate small and large equipment,
including N95 masks on a large scale. (Keep reading to find out more
about the CERTEK Mobile Decontamination Chamber below). We have
also received calls from pharmaceutical and research companies for
modular and mobile laboratories to continue research for COVID-19
vaccines, testing, and more. We have also been contacted by other
countries concerning ways that we can help them in COVID-19 research
and for future preparedness. CERTEK is proud to help both our nation
and other countries continue the fight against COVID-19.

LEARN MORE HERE

Have You Seen Our Mobile Decontamination
Chamber?
The CERTEK Mobile Decontamination Chamber (CMDC) is
manufactured in one-trip shipping containers and was designed for
decontaminating small and large equipment, including N95 masks on a
large scale (up to thousands of N95 masks per cycle). CERTEK can
complete these chambers in a matter of days depending upon the
selected options, and USA orders with specific options can be
manufactured and ready for shipping in two weeks, while international
orders will take approximately three week for the same selected options.

CHECK IT OUT

Isolation Solutions for Safe Keeping
CERTEK is proud to provide isolation solutions in the form of Container
Rooms and Pure-Air Systems. CERTEK’s Isolation Rooms offer
screening and holding solutions in the form of 20’ to 40’ containers that
maintain a negative pressure when used in conjunction with CERTEK’s
Pure-Air HC System. If you already have a space that you would like to
use as an isolation area CERTEK’s Pure-Air ES System is an excellent
solution for transforming existing conditioned space into an isolation
area. The easy installation of this system offers a quick and cost effective
solution for emergency situations.

FIND OUT MORE

ABOUT US
Who are we? CERTEK is a designer and
manufacturer of modular laboratories and
small products, as well as a provider of filter
change-out and decontamination services.
We have proudly served the biosafety and
research community for nearly 25 years!
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CONTACT US

CERTEK
3511 Evans Corporate Lane
Durham, NC 27705 USA
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